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Title: Federal parliament moves to eradicate modern slavery 

First Broadcast: 05/06/2017 

Source: 7.30 REPORT 

Minutes: 6:22 

Video Only: http://mpegmedia.abc.net.au/news/730/video/201706/730c_ModernSlavery_0506_512k.mp4 

Video & Script http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2017/s4680954.htm 

Summary: 
Australia’s federal parliament is considering new legislation to help eradicate modern 
slavery.  

Related Stories: 
• http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-36416751 
• http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/world/slavery/default.stm 

 
 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - can you match the words with their correct 
definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  
 

claim, accusation  
essential, necessary  
get rid of, remove  
highly profitable, well-paid  
obey, do what is asked or ordered  
painful, unpleasant experience  
prominent, attracting a lot of 
attention or publicity 

 

recognize the existence or truth of 
something 

 

standard to follow, point of reference  
taking advantage, unfair treatment  
tell all to  
uncomfortably small, restricted  
uncover, reveal  
very dangerous, risky  

 

cramped conditions (adj) 
ordeal (n) 
confide (v) 
acknowledge (v) 
expose (v) 
treacherous waters (adj) 
lucrative trade (adj) 
vital knowledge (adj) 
high-profile tragedy (adj) 
worker exploitation (n) 
good benchmark (n) 
fail to comply (v) 
allegation (n) 
eliminate (v) 
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SUMMARY 
 
Australia’s federal parliament is considering new legislation to help eradicate modern slavery.  
 
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  
Ø What is ‘modern slavery’?  
Ø Senator Linda Reynolds says modern slavery is “currently hidden within plain sight” and that she 

doesn’t know whether “we've been willing to actually acknowledge the scale and scope of what's 
probably out there in the community.” What does she mean? How could slavery exist in a country like 
Australia? In which industries might a modern slave be found? 

Ø Senator Linda Reynolds also says people who could be considered victims of modern slavery are 
treated by Australian law enforcement officers as illegal. How can this be the case? 

Ø How can this issue be dealt with? 
Ø The Opposition wants big companies which don’t report incidences of slavery within their supply 

chains to face fines. How will this help deal with the problem? 
 

  
 
LISTENING 
 
 
First watch the report and answer the questions 
 
Cockles = A kind of seafood found on beaches 

 
• The report shows a raid by more than 500 police officers on a multimillion-dollar market garden near 

Perth. What was the purpose of the raid? 
A. To find slaves and release them 
B. To find foreign workers who have over stayed their visa 
C. To fine the managers of the market garden 

 
• What are some examples of other businesses where modern slavery might be found? 

…………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………… 
 

• Although around 300 slaves have been officially identified over the past 12 years in Australia, the 
global slavery index suggests the actual number is how many? …………………………………………….……………… 

 
• Which country has already introduced modern slavery legislation? 

…………………………………………….…………………………………… 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
 
After listening to the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
 
1. What happens to the visa over-stayers like the ones at the market garden raided by police officers? 

…………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………… 
 
2. In the report we meet Sandra who came to Sydney from the Pacific Islands to work as a 

housekeeper for a family she knew – what happened to her during those 3 years? 
…………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………… 
  

3. Britain's modern slavery act covers two offences – what are they?  
Slavery servitude and forced labour and the offence of …………………………………………….…………………………………… 

 
4. How many people are estimated to be suffering across the globe in modern slavery? 

…………………………………………….…………………………………… 
  

5. There was a tragedy last decade in Britain which revealed how workers in slave-like conditions were 
part of the supply chain for many big businesses – what happened? 
…………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………… 

 
6. What does the reporter say is the first step in eliminating modern slavery? ……………………………………………  
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 

cramped                    ordeal                  confide                  acknowledge                  expose 
treacherous                  lucrative                  vital                    high-profile 

exploitation                  benchmark                  comply                  allegation                  eliminate 

 
 
1. Because it was a …………………………………………….………………. case involving a famous footballer, dozens of 

journalists gathered outside the courtroom when the verdict was due to be delivered. 
2. Before the airline was allowed to start operating flights into and out of the country, it had to 

…………………………………………….………………. with a number of strict regulatory requirements.  
3. Economy class plane cabins, especially on budget airlines, have generally become more 

…………………………………………….………………. as airline companies try to squeeze in more seats and maximize 
revenue. 

4. Even though they risk a long jail term or even death in some countries, there will always be people 
who are willing to traffic drugs because it can be so …………………………………………….……………….. 

5. In a speech in Beijing, President Trump said the U.S. relationship with China was of 
…………………………………………….………………. importance. 

6. The customer had to write more than 20 emails and make half a dozen calls before he finally 
received a refund for a concert ticket he bought online but never received. He said no one should 
ever have to go through such an …………………………………………….………………..  

7. The government …………………………………………….………………. the fact that child poverty was a growing problem in 
society. 

8. The human rights activist demanded the government introduce stronger legislation to protect 
immigrant workers from …………………………………………….……………….. 

9. The politician was …………………………………………….………………. to have received bribes from a high-profile 
businessman. 

10. The politician was …………………………………………….………………. as a liar and fraud by the newspaper.  
11. The prime minister promised to …………………………………………….………………. child poverty by 2025. 
12. The tennis player had set a new …………………………………………….………………. for fitness and the other players 

knew they would have to train harder in order to remain competitive. 
13. The woman …………………………………………….………………. in her colleague that she was planning to leave the 

company and work for a competitor. 
14. Weather conditions quickly became …………………………………………….………………. so the group of climbers decided 

to turn back even though they were only a few hours away from the summit of Mt Everest. 
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ANSWERS 
 
• To find foreign workers who have 

over stayed their visa 
• domestic workers, in the sex 

industry, a nail bar, a Thai massage 
place, a car wash 

• more than 4,000 
• Britain 
 

1. They face immediate detention and deportation 
2. They took her passport, she was never paid, they were 

always yelling at her and threatening her 
3. human trafficking 
4. as many as 45 million 
5. 19 illegal Chinese workers drowned while gathering 

cockles 
6. awareness 

  
 
claim, accusation allegation 
essential, necessary vital 
get rid of, remove eliminate 
highly profitable, well-paid lucrative 
obey, do what is asked or ordered comply 
painful, unpleasant experience ordeal 
prominent, attracting a lot of attention or publicity high-profile 
recognize the existence or truth of something acknowledge 
standard to follow, point of reference benchmark 
taking advantage, unfair treatment exploitation 
tell all to confide 
uncomfortably small, restricted cramped 
uncover, reveal expose 
very dangerous, risky treacherous 
 
 
1. Because it was a high-profile case involving a famous footballer, dozens of journalists gathered 

outside the courtroom when the verdict was due to be delivered. 
2. Before the airline was allowed to start operating flights into and out of the country, it had to comply 

with a number of strict regulatory requirements.  
3. Economy class plane cabins, especially on budget airlines, have generally become more cramped 

as airline companies try to squeeze in more seats and maximize revenue. 
4. Even though they risk a long jail term or even death in some countries, there will always be people 

who are willing to traffic drugs because it can be so lucrative. 
5. In a speech in Beijing, President Trump said the U.S. relationship with China was of vital importance. 
6. The customer had to write more than 20 emails and make half a dozen calls before he finally 

received a refund for a concert ticket he bought online but never received. He said no one should 
ever have to go through such an ordeal.  

7. The government acknowledged the fact that child poverty was a growing problem in society. 
8. The human rights activist demanded the government introduce stronger legislation to protect 

immigrant workers from exploitation. 
9. The politician was alleged to have received bribes from a high-profile businessman. 
10. The politician was exposed as a liar and fraud by the newspaper.  
11. The prime minister promised to eliminate child poverty by 2025. 
12. The tennis player had set a new benchmark for fitness and the other players knew they would have 

to train harder in order to remain competitive. 
13. The woman confided in her colleague that she was planning to leave the company and work for a 

competitor. 
14. Weather conditions quickly became treacherous so the group of climbers decided to turn back even 

though they were only a few hours away from the summit of Mt Everest. 
 


